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Abstract

Water flooding is very important in the oil field, therefore the research is designed to evaluate the water flooding design for oil reservoir in order to monitor the impact of water flooding on reservoir performance and consequently the efficiency of different types of water flooding patterns to specify the best efficient pattern for an oil reservoir. The simulation model is carried out to build water flooding pattern with different types of patterns and monitor the performance of reservoir under each type of pattern and the impact of the pattern of water flooding on the reservoir pressure maintenance finally will determine the recovery efficiency of different types of water flooding.
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Introduction

Background

Water flooding in Oil reservoir is considered one of the main objectives to reach the maximum ultimate recovery from the reservoir with optimum cost. Therefore, in order to perform waterflooding for any reservoir, there are some considerations have to be taken into account. These parameters are specified to the type of reservoir and reservoir pressure related to bubble point pressure. Oil Recovery can be started by Primary recovery with a natural or artificial lift then followed by secondary recovery by water injection or gas injection then the residual oil can be recovered by Tertiary recovery, in other words, Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) [1].

Primary Recovery of Oil

In primary recovery, there are two types of oil recovery. Both types have no support for external energy for the reservoir. This source of pressure due to the drive mechanism of the reservoir that maintains the reservoir pressure depends on which mechanism in the reservoir that may be depletion, gas cap, water drive reservoir, combination reservoir or gravity drainage reservoir. The two types of primary recovery are Natural Flow or Artificial Lift [2].

Secondary Recovery for Oil

Secondary recovery is used to support pressure and improve oil recovery by two types of secondary recovery water injection or gas injection. This type of secondary depends on the drive Mechanism of the reservoir.
**Gas Injection:** Injection of gas used to sustain reservoir pressure and sweep more oil by increasing mobility of oil and reduce viscosity. Therefore, this will increase the maximum recovery of oil.

**Water Flooding:** This is the objective of this research. Waterflooding in oil reservoir that can displace more oil to the surface and sustain pressure enough to improve recovery after primary depletion in some cases of reservoirs can start waterflooding from day one due to high decline in reservoir pressure. The evaluation of waterflooding to select the optimum time for waterflooding depends on several factors that should be considered such as PVT properties. Rock physics, depth, and temperature of the reservoir. The geometry of reservoir and locations of producing wells that needed to support, amount of oil needed to be recovered and capacity of surface facilities [3].

**Water Injection:** Water injectors differ from waterflooding because injection will be in water zone that can support pressure more enough but this type of secondary recovery (Water Injectors) used in some driving mechanism while in others like strong water drive reservoir cannot be used because it will be negligible [4].

**Types of Water Flooding Patterns**

There are several types of water flooding patterns such as:
- Peripheral Pattern for waterflooding.
- Crystal and Basal Pattern for Waterflooding.
- Irregular Pattern for Water Injection.
- Regular Pattern for Waterflooding.
  1. Direct line pattern.
  2. Staggered line pattern.
  3. Regular four spot pattern
  4. Skewed four spot pattern.
  5. Five spot pattern.
  6. Seven-spot pattern.
  7. Inverted seven spot pattern.
  9. Inverted nine-spot pattern.

**EOR (Tertiary Recovery):** Enhanced oil recovery is used for residual oil remaining in the reservoir after primary and secondary recovery has been achieved. Enhanced oil recovery plays on the interfacial tension between oil and water and also between fluid and rock. This tertiary recovery will decrease the viscosity of oil by increasing its mobility to get it to the surface. There are a lot of types for tertiary recovery such as chemical, thermal, Miscible and Microbial that all plays on the rock and fluid properties to enhance more oil and improve recovery of oil [5].

**Literature Review**

**Reservoir Simulation**

Luo, et al. [6] studied viscous fingering of water flooding project that has a great impact on all works in the reservoir later. Therefore, this fingering which occurred by water flooding will cause the displacement of oil is insufficient due to not all oils is displaced because the distribution of water in the reservoir is not uniform. Mohammadi, et al. [7], built a simulation model for the water flooding of the reservoir in order to show the distribution of water in the reservoir. The study proves that history matching for the water flooding fingering is not easy and an accurate history matching will effect on the future performance of water flooding. Chen, et al. [8], presents a simulation model for fractures reservoir has three phases of water, oil, and gas. The simulation model describes the dual porosity in the fractured heterogeneous reservoir. The results proved that the reservoir porosity distribution van effect greatly on the recovery of the reservoir. Also, have a great impact on the prediction performance of the reservoir. Rahman, et al. [9], studied the impact of edge water drive on the reservoir performance. The wells in the reservoir differ in properties and performance from location to another due to the reservoir heterogeneity. The static and dynamic data proved these heterogeneous effects. By studying the field on reservoir simulation proved that zones with higher permeability will be affected by the peripheral water flooding from edge aquifer from the boundary of the reservoir while the lower permeability zones did not influence by the water aquifer from the boundary of the reservoir. The simulation study result is there are tight zones that will not be affected by water which is the lower zone in the field while. The upper zones have high permeability that can be influenced by the support from the aquifer. Khan and Mandal, [10] make a simulation model for the patterns of water flooding and presents the performance of five spot water flooding in an oil reservoir has non-uniform properties in all locations. The research also discussed gas injection instead of water in order to compare the effect of two fluids on reservoir performance and oil recovery from the reservoir. Gharbi, et al. [11], studied that the heterogeneity of the reservoir has a great impact on the horizontal well and has little impact on the vertical wells. Saboorian-Jooybari, et al. [12] studied this study by applying the simulation model on heavy oil in the heterogeneous reservoir that undergoes to
waterflooding and present the performance of the reservoir due to waterflooding project. The results proved that waterflooding has no effect on the reservoir due to the tight formation of great heterogeneity and due to heavy oil properties in the reservoir. Hadia, et al. [13] studied the impact of water injection project by the reservoir simulation modeling on horizontal wells by shows the ultimate recovery and performance of reservoir after applying the waterflooding project. The results showed that the pressure declined very rapidly in the horizontal wells that mean the efficiency of waterflooding is better for the vertical wells than horizontal wells. Saper, et al. [14], built a simulation model for the effect of the reservoir and fluid parameters on the water coning time, by make simulation prediction runs for the time of breakthrough and the critical oil rate in order not to exceed this rate. The simulation model is carried out on horizontal and vertical wells. Therefore, the results showed that the vertical wells will effect by breakthrough faster than horizontal wells and the life of the vertical well is very short compared to horizontal well in the presence of waterflooding project and consequently will impact on the cumulative production of oil. Also, the results of this study are as the length of horizontal interval increases, the breakthrough will come faster.

The Importance of Simulation Modelling on Waterflooding Project

Waterflooding is a secondary recovery technique which is used to improve the oil recovery from the reservoir to reach to the maximum recovery of oil under economic conditions. Waterflooding is considered the alternative technique to the primary recovery which is applied after the well is depleted from the primary recovery is carried. Waterflooding sometimes carried out from the first day of production due to the reservoir pressure is declining very rapidly in the reservoir from the analogue of offset reservoirs in the same area.

The Importance of Water Flooding Due to the Following Considerations

1. Maintain the reservoir pressure and prevent the rapid decline of pressure with time.
2. Displace more oil from the reservoir and increase the ultimate recovery of oil.

The success of waterflooding relied on the amount of data available for the reservoir and the degree of heterogeneity of the reservoir which reflects on the extension of the sand channel in the reservoir. In addition, the well test data available in the reservoir, the rock and core properties and fluid properties measured in the laboratory experiments. The first field applying waterflooding is located in United States of America “USA” where the water produced from the reservoir and back again to the reservoir as injecting it to displace oil and maintain the reservoir pressure. In 1960, the technique of waterflooding become very familiar in all world and a lot of fields used a waterflooding technique in their reservoirs in order to get more and more oil from the reservoir, also the reservoir engineers become very familiar with water flooding technique. Then, the history matching is carried out to simulate the existing old producing wells with the new injection wells in order to match the reservoir history and predict the optimum location of wells in the reservoir. The first authors that discussed the performance of the field due to waterflooding were Lake and Jensen [15], they predict the performance of reservoir production without the impact of heterogeneity of the reservoir. Then Dykstra built a graphical technique to evaluate the performance of the reservoir. Turta, et al. [16], proved the several factors that will influence on the performance of waterflooding and reservoir such as saturation of oil, a saturation of water, production volume and amount of injected water with the sweep efficiency that depend on the shape and heterogeneity of reservoir. The study proved that the problems of waterflooding coming from the early production of water that starts at the time of breakthrough and ensures that stimulation job such as hydraulic fracturing and other techniques will increase the water production and will cause the breakthrough of water earlier that will cause a lot of problems due to the water production. Kopaska-Merkel and Mann [17], studied there are several types of waterflooding patterns that can be applied for any field of oil depending on the surface and subsurface topography with the geometry of reservoir that control the shape of patterns that can be applied from waterflooding patterns such as irregular pattern, direct line spot, staggered line spot, peripheral pattern, crestal and basal pattern, regular pattern (four spot, five-spot pattern, inverted five spot, nine-spot pattern). These different patterns are applied depends on the shape of the reservoir and the available area in connection to the producing wells also, the surface topography in order to specify the shape of a pattern which can be used. The pattern of waterflooding differs in recovery efficiency from the type of reservoir to another and depending on the location of wells in the reservoir that control on the efficiency of each pattern. In addition,
there are some patterns will not apply for certain reservoirs due to the location of wells or due to the in availability in area of the reservoir. Water flooding is the widely used technique in secondary recovery methods in the oil industry that can affect any reservoir when applied it. The efficiency of improvement of the recovery on the reservoir when waterflooding is applied will depend on the following parameters

**Depth of Reservoir**

The depth of the reservoir can affect the water flooding greatly. So, as the reservoir depth increases, the pressure required for injection increases.

**Fluid Saturation**

Water flooding depends on the amount of oil existed in the reservoir. As the saturation of oil is high in the reservoir, the water flooding can apply in order to get more oil and increase the ultimate recovery of oil. While, as the saturation of oil in the reservoir is low, water flooding design will be unsuccessful.

**Reservoir Geometry**

The geometry and shape of formation have a great effect on the water flooding efficiency. Because the reservoir geometry can indicate how many wells can be drilled, where the location of wells and the type of pattern is for the reservoir that will control the recovery efficiency.

**Uniformity of Reservoir and Continuity of Reservoir**

The success of water flooding technique is determined by the extension of the reservoir and the length of sand channel in the reservoir.

**Fluid Properties**

Properties of reservoir fluid in order to know the type of fluid in the reservoir and the quality of oil; heavy oil or light oil, these properties will be measured and make the experimental analysis for the reservoir fluids before starting waterflooding technique to be capable to displace oil from the reservoir and ensure the success of project.

**Rock Properties and Reservoir Criteria**

The rock properties effect on the efficiency of water flooding. Core data such as rock porosity, rock permeability with fluid saturation can affect greatly on project success. In addition, the capillarity, shale volume and net pay thickness will influence the type of water flooding pattern and amount of oil recovered by water flooding. Special core data in some cases must be measured to estimate the movement of water and oil with the saturation of water in order to estimate the time to the breakthrough that will be happened in the design of water flooding. Asadollahi and Naevdal [18], discussed the effect of water flooding project on the horizontal wells depending on the value of the productivity index of wells. In the research used different flow rate distribution to monitor the effect of water flooding. Brouwer and Jansen [19], used the last research to extend their work by showing the effect of water flooding on heterogenous producing and injection wells in order to increase the recovery of oil. They present two controllers for the well; the first controller is the bottom hole pressure and the second controller is the well rate. The research proves that any of these controllers will be used has a great effect on water production and the performance of water flooding. When understanding the controller in order to change its value will reduce the produced water and consequently increase the oil production from wells. Lien, et al. [20], continued his research in 2002 by using optimal theory to detect the effect of water flooding by determining the production and injection rates. The research proves the enhancement of oil recovery by water flooding with known permeability. This theory still used until recently in most of water flooding works. Seright [21], discussed the water flooding project for the heavy oil reservoir. Studied the effect of viscosity ratio and the water mobility on the performance of water flooding. The results showed that the optimum time for waterflooding is above the bubble point pressure and directly after the primary recovery of the reservoir. In order to let the reservoir pressure declines below the bubble and release the gas from oil in the reservoir that will make reservoir loss most of its recovery. Weijermars and van Harmelen [22], studied the waterflooding performance on heavy oil reservoir by streamline in the simulation model of the location of wells in order to monitor the quantity of oil and water in production and injection. The study proved that there are a lot of factors that can change the location of wells such as the amount of water cut in the wells, fluid loss from the aquifer, amount of injected water and heterogeneity of reservoir. The study proves that to get the accurate performance of water flooding in the reservoir can be monitored very clear by simulation modeling if an excellent history matching is carried out for the reservoir model. Brice and Renouf [23], proved the importance of waterflooding on the heavy oil recovery from the reservoir. The importance of waterflooding effected by the amount of data available. So, the success of
water flooding project will depend on the accuracy of data available from the reservoir that will influence the recovery and production of oil from the reservoir. Cheng, et al. [24], complete the research of Brice and Renouf [23] by make a comparison between different heavy oil fields in Canada by fixing the amount of water injected and the volume of oil in the reservoir (OOIP) and gather the results of all fields that gas oil ratio will affect greatly on the recovery and performance of the reservoir, as the gas separates from oil in the reservoir, the decline in pressure increases. Torrez Camacho [25], carry a study of water flooding in oil reservoir has heterogeneous properties and horizontal wells are drilled. The study proves that there are a lot of parameters in order to predict an accurate water flooding performance in the reservoir such as well location, perforation intervals, and its length and sand channel. The research illustrates that the water flooding has a great effect on the performance of horizontal well if they are in the same sand channel by carried different amount of water injected, the result shows differ in the amount of oil produced depending the volume injected and consequently more injection water will make more oil produces from the reservoir. Brice and Renouf [23], collected a lot of data for reservoirs have the same characteristics and properties for this reservoir in order to evaluate the performance of water flooding in heavy oil reservoir and he concluded that the amount of injection has a vital role on the performance of water flooding and as the amount of data available is more, the oil recovery will be improved from the reservoir. Alvarado and Manrique [26], discussed the simulation model for heavy oil reservoir with waterflooding different injection models. The injection of water is carried by different steps to enhance the production of oil. The output of simulation model proved that the maximum recovery from the reservoir can get by increase water flooding rapidly then decrease it slowly to get high production of oil and consequently will impact on the efficiency of the reservoir. Dai, et al. [27], built a water flooding simulation model for the oil reservoir. In this reservoir, the breakthrough is already happened in the first years of production and increases with production at a high rate until reach to 80 % of total production. The aim of water flooding simulation is to understand the reservoir from the geological and engineering side by studying the Petrophysical and dynamic data that will give a good indication on the reason of movement of water that will influence on the performance of the reservoir. The prediction of a simulation study for the water flooding is not preferable for this case due to the high movement of water and the high water production that already existing before the application of water flooding. Sheng [28], built a simulation model for heavy oil is affected by water flooding project. Nandez discussed the influence of capillarity on the performance of the reservoir with water flooding. The results appeared that fingering is carried before the time of breakthrough and when the breakthrough occurred the capillarity enhance the oil recovery and has a great impact on oil mobility. Al-Kandari, et al. [29], present if the waterflooding technique will be needed to apply for an oil reservoir has a great heterogeneity in its properties and the reservoir data and properties are very limited. Therefore, it is better to apply a pilot pattern on the part of the reservoir and understand the heterogeneity of reservoir effectiveness. Then id the project is successful and enlarges the water flooding model for all the reservoir. This way of water flooding technique can save more money will not expenses and the time of injection to test the project. Qi and Hesketh [30] recommended the application of this way for any heterogeneous reservoir with a limited amount of data available for the reservoir. Klemm, et al. [31], showed the learning lessons from the application of water flooding project on the oil reservoir that undergoes for the water flooding project for 50 years. Klemm, et al. [31], studied the recovery from water flooding technique after the primary recovery will be finished. All the results proved that water flooding is very important and the best method applied for an oil reservoir after primary depletion. The water flooding can get most of the oil existed in the reservoir with a lower cost than other techniques. A project of water flooding in the reservoir are subdivided into two steps the first step is before breakthrough when there is no water in the production and the second step is after water breakthrough, this will allow evaluating the reservoir more accurate and can predict the time of breakthrough in the reservoir. Sheng, et al. [32], discussed the importance of residual oil saturation on the application of water flooding project. The residual saturation of oil has a vital role not only for water flooding but for any another recovery such as enhanced oil recovery. Sheng et al. [32] studied the oil rates of wells in order to study the residual saturation of oil and also the effect of this saturation on capillary pressure. The amount residual oil saturation has the decision in starting secondary recovery such as water flooding or gas injection and also, the tertiary recovery is started depending on the value of residual oil that evaluate the economics of water flooding project or enhanced oil recovery technique. The most parameter that has a great effect on the residual oil saturation is the effective permeability of residual oil in the reservoir that specifies the value of residual saturation is high or not. The result of research that if the water flooding project is applied in
a high volume of water injection in order to get a high volume of produced oil. Therefore, the residual oil saturation will be decreased very rapidly and the final value after applying the waterflooding project will be very small. At this time, the amount of oil remaining in the reservoir is very low to apply enhanced oil recovery after that. Hence, there is no need for further recovery of the reservoir using tertiary recovery because will cost more money with little oil will be recovered which is not economic. Therefore, applying enhanced oil recovery “EOR” project will be unsuccessful. Khorsandi Koohanestant [33], discussed a special technique from water flooding which is called low salinity water “LSW” and proved that the results of low salinity water is much better than results of water flooding itself and ensures that on the performance of reservoir the oil recovery can get it from the oil reservoir. Low salinity water has the main parameter is the wettability reversal that will enhance the recovery of oil from the reservoir. Low salinity water is considered a special type of enhanced oil recovery “EOR” such as chemical flooding to get much more oil and better reservoir performance. Yu, et al. [34], studied a water flooding model on an oil reservoir has very homogeneous properties in all locations of the reservoir. The water flooding is distributed in late reservoir directions with two patterns in order to displace the amount of oil and to maintain the reservoir pressure with time. Two five spot predict the characteristics of the reservoir with time and showed that as the injection rate of water increases, the oil production increases rapidly and the reservoir properties can enhance the distribution of water flooding due to the homogeneous characterization of the reservoir. Also, the reservoir simulation is the most accurate technique to evaluate the water flooding project in the reservoir and can predict all the pattern of water injection in order to select the best pattern with better reservoir performance in the future that impact on the cumulative oil recovery.

Figure 1: Water Flooding Pattern in the reservoir.

Figure 2: Performance of water flooding the reservoir (Fingering).

Reservoir Simulation

Reservoir Modelling

Petrel software is the development of the petroleum industry in the world that changes the life of the reservoir in the world. It connects between the geologist and engineers in building the model. Petrel is the extension of ECLIPSE software. Eclipse is used as the processing software while petrel is the preprocessing and post-processing. By petrel can build the static model by geology and geophysicist. Then after that, the engineers used a static model to convert it into a dynamic model by importing all the dynamic parameters such as production rate, reservoir fluid properties and rock properties. History matching is the first step in petrel simulation after importing all data related to the reservoir. Once, reach to the accurate history matching of the reservoir. The prediction is carried out to the reservoir to predict the future performance of reservoir for the next years when applying waterflooding project on the reservoir can predict the performance of reservoir and which type of water flooding is more efficient. In addition, the ultimate recovery from the reservoir due to water flooding and the optimum location of injection wells for better performance. The success of water flooding pattern depends on reservoir simulation model in order, not to lose money and time in applying waterflooding project then failed. So, build the design of water flooding by the reservoir simulation. To build an accurate model, it is required accurate history matching for the reservoir parameters.

Petrel Interface

Petrel composed of several windows in order to display the type of parameter is required. It contains also
different panes with separate duties for input data there is input pane when creating the model, it will appear in the model pane, while, the cases that run in eclipse appear in the cases pane and the results of the case will appear in the results pane.

**Figure 3:** Petrel RE interface.

Petrel is composed into two parts one for geology and the other for engineers. Petrel ties two models together into one model from static data a zero time to the dynamic data until the day of building simulation model concludes all the history of wells.

**Figure 4:** Petrel Components for the complete model.
Petrel software can display different functions for the reservoir, can display different horizons with their lithology, the figure below shows all the components of petrel which used to display or build any property in the model. Function bar one of the most important in reservoir simulation that differs depending on the property will build or the function that selected to be built.

**Figure 5:** Different section of reservoir modeling.

**Reservoir Wells**

Firstly the geologist import all the wells, logging for all wells, deviation survey for all wells and intersection of each well with all the formation that saw when drilling the wells, which called well tops. In order to can build the static model by building a structural model and property modeling in order to calculate the volume of the reservoir.

**Figure 6:** Well data import.
**Dynamic Modelling**

It is the section for engineering data that will import all dynamic data to petrel in order to be able to build a history match for the reservoir parameters and consequently will predict the performance of reservoir than can design waterflooding technique or any other prediction scenarios. The figure below illustrates the different sections in Dynamic modeling that are required to prepare before starting the dynamic model to upload it in Petrel.

![Figure 7: Different components of the Dynamic Model.](image)

**Rock Physics**

Core data that are carried out in lab experiments are imported in petrel to evaluate the movement of water, oil, and gas in the reservoir and evaluate the time to breakthrough.

There are Two Types of Data Imported

1. Relative Permeability data for oil water and gas oil permeability.
2. Capillary pressure data that a relationship between water saturation and capillary pressure to estimate the value of connate water and free water zone in the reservoir.

![Figure 8: Relative Permeability curve.](image)

Capillary pressure data is capable of detecting the water-oil zone and the volume of the transition zone in the reservoir. In petrel is very important that calculate the saturation for every cell then can distribute the relative permeability for all cells in the reservoir. By the knowledge of absolute permeability from static data can get the effective permeability for oil and water at each cell for every change in water saturation.
Well Completion: History of all wells has to be imported in petrel that can occur manually or automatic by petrel. Once the dynamic data are imported in petrel the model needs the completion data in order to produce the well, therefore, casing for every well is imported and perforation intervals are also imported in order to detect the interval of producing from each well. When there is any events happened during the time of history for any well, it has to be imported in the model in order to get accurate history matching. In addition to that, any well test data for any well can be imported to enhance the productivity of well [3].

Design Water Flooding Project

Water Flooding Model for Oil Reservoir

An oil reservoir has a large potential of oil that needed to recover most of the oil in the reservoir but the reservoir pressure is declining very rapidly. So, it is required to perform a water flooding project that enhances the reservoir pressure and in addition, can displace more oil towards the wells in order to get most of the oil in the reservoir. Before applying waterflooding project it is required to build a prediction model in the reservoir simulation to ensure which type of pattern can get the maximum amount of oil in the reservoir and remaining only small amount of oil that can get it later by enhanced oil recovery techniques. Therefore, oil reservoir had built a static model to build the structural and property modeling, then a dynamic model is built with all parameters and reservoir characterization through reservoir production data, reservoir fluid properties and rock properties that make an accurate history matching for the oil and water. Now, this reservoir is ready for Water Flooding prediction design for the reservoir. There are different types of water flooding patterns that can be applied for oil reservoirs but not all pattern can be
applied for the same reservoir due to the location of wells in the reservoir and the topography and geometry of reservoir is not able to put injectors in any location [35]. In addition, the presence of faults that make the communication between wells is partially and in some locations, there is no communication between wells. However, the types of water flooding patterns are:
1. Irregular Pattern of Waterflooding
2. Peripheral Pattern of Water Flooding
3. Direct Line Spot Water Flooding
4. Staggered Line Spot Water Flooding
5. Five Spot Water Flooding
6. Nine Spot Water Flooding

Due to the reservoir description and the properties of faces and rock lithology distribution. There are two patterns cannot be applied in this reservoir which is five spot and nine spot patterns due to the area of the reservoir is divided by faults and sand channels that divide reservoir into four compartments which there is no large spacing between wells in the same area in order to build five or nine spot pattern. These two patterns need enough area to design the pattern. While, the upper four patterns of water flooding is ready to be applied in these reservoirs in order to evaluate the prediction of each pattern separately from its performance on the reservoir, reservoir production rate, the impact of each pattern of water flooding on the reservoir and finally the reservoir pressure during time is declining or it is maintained with the time. All these parameters control the efficiency of each pattern in order to select which pattern of water flooding is better in this reservoir that gets the highest recovery of oil from the reservoir. Therefore, can recommend building the best water flooding design in the reservoir based on this model.

**Irregular Pattern**

Irregular water flooding pattern is considered the typical water flooding which not requires a plan to design. This type of water flooding can be applied for any type of reservoir which did not depend on the topography of surface locations and also, did not depend on the lithology of sand rock in the reservoir. This is the simplest type in which can put injection wells in any locations of the reservoir. Any location that is suitable for water injection and can support producing wells around it without thinking of pattern or the next location of injectors. Irregular pattern is injection wells are put in the reservoir in a location suitable for you to can manage the reservoir in a perfect way. All reservoirs that have more than three wells are available for the irregular waterflooding project. This type is highly recommended in case of money is not sufficient to build a model of water flooding pattern or the reservoir potential is not required due to low potential or low residual oil saturation. In this case, three injectors are applied for producing wells in the reservoir in order to monitor the performance of the reservoir during prediction for the design of these injection wells. Each pattern will Design in the simulation model will monitor the oil production rate of the field and the amount of oil that cannot be recovered which represent the remaining reserve of oil not recovered from these types. Finally will compare between different types of water flooding are applied for this reservoir from the reservoir pressure decline with time and from the amount of oil cannot be recovered which means remaining reserve of oil in the reservoir. By reservoir simulation model the result of an irregular pattern of water flooding as the following:

![Figure 11: Oil Production Rate for Irregular Pattern.](image)
The figure shows the oil production rate with time during applied irregular water flooding pattern in the reservoir which means the oil production rate decreased rapidly during prediction. Therefore, the amount of oil produced is not great enough which will impact on the recovery efficiency of the reservoir. The Figure below display the amount of oil is not recovered from the reservoir due to irregular water flooding pattern. The recovery efficiency from the irregular pattern of water flooding is 46 %.

**Figure 12: Residual Volume for Irregular Pattern.**

**Direct Line Spot**

Direct line spot is considered the highest cost from these patterns of water flooding because it depends on building a line of injection wells to each line of producing wells. This means that for every producing well there is an injector well to support this producing well [36]. On this model an injector well is put for each producing well. The figure below shows the decline in production rate with time is less than the decline in production due to irregular type of water flooding, which means the direct line spot supports the producing wells better than irregular water flooding pattern due to small decline in production rate of field that will impact on the recovery efficiency of pattern. To evaluate the performance of this type of water flooding pattern by comparing the decline in production rate with all other patterns of water flooding. Also, display the recovery efficiency of Direct Line Spot Pattern [37].

**Figure 12: Oil Production Rate for Direct Line Spot Pattern.**
The figure shows the performance of direct line Spot Pattern is better than an irregular pattern that gives better support for the producing wells. The Figure below display the amount of oil is not recovered from the reservoir due to direct line spot which lower than the amount of oil is not recovered by Irregular pattern of water flooding. The recovery efficiency from Direct Line Spot pattern of water flooding is 63%.

![Figure 13: Residual Volume for Direct Line Spot Pattern.](image)

**Staggered Line Spot**

Staggered Line Spot is slightly similar to Direct Line Spot but the difference that in direct line spot there is an injection well in an opposite position for each producing well. While in staggered line pattern the injection well is in between two producing well, therefore the line of producing is parallel to the injection wells but the injectors are in between for each producer [38]. This type of water flooding pattern is highly cost also, due to a number of wells but in some cases, it cannot be applied in the whole reservoir due to not all producers in the same line. Hence, staggered line pattern of water flooding is not widely used in the petroleum industry but it sometimes carried out for a pilot of field not a pattern for the whole field. The performance of this pattern of water flooding is evaluated by displaying the oil production rate with time and the efficiency of staggered pattern through displaying the remaining reserve in the reservoir that cannot be recovered by water flooding pattern. The following patterns will display the performance of the reservoir due to the Staggered Line Pattern of Water Flooding technique. The figure shows the performance of the staggered line Spot Pattern is less than direct line pattern that gives lower support for the producing wells. That appeared from the following figure as the production rate of oil decreased more rapidly than the direct line pattern.

![Figure 14: Oil Production Rate for Staggered Line Spot Pattern.](image)
The Figure below display the amount of oil is not recovered from the reservoir due to the staggered line spot which higher than the amount of oil is not recovered by direct line spot pattern of water flooding. Which means the remaining reserve from staggered line spot is higher than the remaining reserve from direct line spot pattern. The recovery efficiency from Staggered Line Spot pattern of water flooding is 55 %.

**Peripheral Pattern**

The peripheral pattern of water flooding is widely used in oil reservoirs especially when the reservoir is like anticline which the crest is in the center of reservoir therefore, the water will be in the lower part of the reservoir [39]. However the advantage of this pattern that it is designed to drill injection wells around the boundary of the reservoir with producing wells in the central area. Which means the injection wells is designed to surround the producing wells to move water from the boundary of the reservoir towards the center of the reservoir which the producing wells are existing. The benefits of the peripheral pattern are the breakthrough time in this type of water flooding pattern is too late and consequently will impact on the performance of reservoir during water flooding technique, which means the peripheral water flooding pattern is more efficient in most of the cases with better efficiency and reservoir performance. The performance of this pattern of water flooding is evaluated by displaying the oil production rate with time and the efficiency of Peripheral pattern through displaying the remaining reserve in the reservoir that cannot be recovered by water flooding pattern [26]. The following patterns will display the performance of the reservoir due to Peripheral Water Flooding Pattern technique.

The figure shows the performance of Peripheral Water Flooding Pattern is better than Direct line pattern and staggered Line Spot and irregular pattern that gives high support for the producing oil wells. That appeared from the following figure as the production rate of oil decreased lower than other patterns of water flooding applied for this reservoir.
The Figure below display the amount of oil is not recovered from the reservoir due to Peripheral Pattern of water flooding which very low compared to the amount of oil is not recovered by direct line spot pattern of water flooding, staggered line spot, and irregular pattern. Which means the peripheral pattern has the lowest remaining reserve in the reservoir due to applying Peripheral Water Flooding Pattern? The recovery efficiency from Peripheral pattern of water flooding is 65%.

**Comparison of Efficiency between Different Types of Water Flooding Pattern**

The efficiency of each pattern in water flooding project for the oil reservoir appears from the figure below for the amount of remaining reserve in the reservoir that already not recovered after applying waterflooding project for each type separately on the reservoir [40].
The above figure shows that peripheral water flooding pattern is more efficient than others due to the lower remaining reserve will be in the reservoir. The peripheral pattern has recovered most of the oil in the reservoir with a recovery factor equal to 65%. The recovery efficiency from an irregular pattern of water flooding is 46%. The recovery efficiency from Staggered Line Spot of water flooding is 55%. The recovery efficiency from Direct Line Spot of water flooding is 63%. The recovery efficiency from Peripheral Pattern of water flooding is 65%. Therefore, the peripheral better than others in oil recovery.

**Comparison of Reservoir Pressure between Different Types of Water Flooding Pattern**

The figure below shows that the reservoir pressure is still maintained with relatively no decline in reservoir pressure in direct line spot pattern and in the peripheral pattern of water flooding. While in an irregular pattern and in staggered line spot the reservoir pressure is declined very rapidly with no support for the producing wells. Therefore, from pressure maintenance, the direct line spot and peripheral pattern of water flooding are the best.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 19:** Comparison in pressure profile for different types of water flooding patterns.
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